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Abstract

Crop yield estimation is an active field of study and experimentation in agriculture to promote an efficient decision support 
tool including what crops to grow during appropriate climatic conditions. This paper discusses about the comparison of 
artificial neural network and Random Forest algorithm to predict the Crop yield. The Study states that evaluating the 
performance of actual target values to the predicted values by the machine learning models infer that both ANN & RF 
have better performance in crop yield estimation considering error rate ANN shows better prediction results.However, 
accurate yield estimation for agricultural planning is a critical problem. This paper has identified ANN algorithm has more 
accuracy that tends to boost crop yield estimation and to investigate in the agricultural environment that machine learning 
algorithms need to focus on and resolve. From different outputs, it shows that Random Forest is an efficient learning 
algorithm to analyse crop at current climatic condition and has a huge exactness in data investigation. The chosen variety 
crops are cereals depending on factors such as soil moisture, Moisture rainfall, Average Humidity, Temperature, Soil 
texture like alkaline, chalky, and sandy. Study also focusses on the important parameters required for the study thereby soil 
moisture content is taken as the key parameter.
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INTRODUCTION

Agriculture determines the survival and development of the Earth’s inhabitants. Crop yield dependent on various agronomic 
factors such as soil moisture, Moisture rainfall, Average Humidity, Temperature, Soil texture like alkaline, chalky, and sandy. 
Crop yield forecasting is critical artificial neural networks and random forests are being used.  Most attempts in crop yield 

forecast have been heavily based on the empirical relationships of environmental parameters such as rainfall, temperatures, 
environmental indexes etc. with respect to the crop yield (Isard et al., 1995;Jain and Ranjana, 2000;Kandiannan et al., 2002). 
In an machine learning a model can be either descriptive or predictive, descriptive models help us in obtaining knowledge 
from the data collected in order to make predictions for future.

ML models vary based on the research question and research perspective. To choose right ML algorithm is always an 
crucial part of research as handling huge data is difficult. Machine learning techniques results in cost effective solutions in 
agricultural sector. Random Forest and ANN are used to build a model to predict the crop yield of millet. ANN uses various 
learning algorithms to model input and output relationships.

Non-linear function to an individual neuron have little intrinsic convergence when neurons work together. In given 
scenario various Machine learning algorithms are being used to develop statistical model thus ANN inspired or partially 
modelled by biological neural networks. The study is carried out on datasets of 800 samples of cereals and different types of 
millets. Crop production varies accordingly by various climatic change affects the crop yield like dried period, increasing in 
temperatures are a challenge to agriculture workers, governments and traders to strengthen exactness & analysing crop yield 
in different climatic conditions.
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In this system, a machine-learning method, ANN & Random Forest algorithm has an ability to analyse crop growth to 
derive confusion matrix to establish an error rate. The Datasets are obtained from varied sources which are involved for both 
training & testing process.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Soil moisture is one of the main factors in agricultural production and hydrological cycles, and its precise prediction is 
important for the rational use and management of water resources.[1] Technique inferred to predict soil moisture using 
machine learning equipment known as KD2 Pro, Using soil thermal properties portable equipment. [2].Soil moisture is a 
crucial parameter for crops growth and crop yield prediction, soil moisture is predicted using various mathematical models like 
PTFs (Pedotransfer Functions) [3].Yield prediction is an challenging area in terms of precision agriculture, carious models are 
proposed and validated till day, the key challenge is acquiring various datasets and dependency factors like climate, weather, 
soil ,use of fertilizer and seed variety [4]. In order to estimate crop yield many prediction models are proposed but a better 
performance model is still desirable in terms of actual yields [5]. Crop yield prediction learning model is designed based on 
various climatic factors this paper also advises to further expand over various parameters to get better accuracy[6]. ANN 
predicting system  is used to predict non-linear interaction based on a given inputs. ANN depicts a neural pathway of brain, 
in order to predict the output a neural network requires training the data. Input data may be complex, multivariate and non-
linear neural networks produces an optimal results. [8, 9,10]. Soil moisture index is an important parameter to be evaluated 
and validated for the crop estimation [11].

SYSTEM MODEL

Machine learning approaches are used to make crop yield prediction using parameters like Moisture rainfall, Average 
Humidity, Temperature, soil texture like alkaline, chalky, and sandy crop yield prediction for millet using machine learning 
method. The primary goal is to collect data and prepare for future use. Predictive analytics is used to predict future outcomes.

Hidden Layers ANN

b  represents the bias associated with a node

h1 represents hidden layer node 1

i1 represents input node 1 (i.e., input variable 1)

o  represents the output node

Table 1. Input for Crop Simulation Model

Factor Description

Soil moisture Moisture content of the soil subject to hydrological changes
Weather Daily global soil radiation, daily maximum and minimum 

temperature, daily rainfall Average Humidity
Rainfall Soil type, soil depth (divided by n layers), soil texture, soil 

organic carbon, bulk density, soil nitrogen, pH
Soil type Sandy 

Chalky 

Alkaline
Outcomes Yield prediction high or low
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Fig 3 Proposed Block Diagram For the Study

FINDINGS:

The following table gives the Confusion matrix of random forest and Neural Networks and its error rate.

Table 2. Error Rate

Error matrix for the Neural 

Net model (test) (counts):

Error matrix for the Neural Net model 

[test] (proportions):

Overall error

Predicted 

Actual   0      1    Error 
     0      160   0      0 

     1        8     72   10

Predicted 

Actual    0       1     Error 
     0       66.7   0     0 

     1       3.3    30  10

3.3%, Averaged class error: 5%

Random Forest Confusion matrix: 
     0    1 class. Error 
0  359    4   0.01101928 

1   16  181   0.08121827

OOB estimate of  error rate: 3.57%

Fig 3.1 The Error rate of RF Confusion Matrix 
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Fig 3.2 AUC CURVE of NN(Artificial Neural Networks)

Fig 3.2 AUC CURVE of RF(Random Forest)

VARIABLE IMPORTANCE OF RANDOM FOREST

 0 1  MeanDecreaseAccuracy MeanDecreaseGini

Sandy 33.51  51.97 45.93 85.67

Alkaline 12.49  20.34 18.08  21.95

Clay 11.37  17.97 15.95 14.90

Mean Temp 11.48   8.56 14.61 3.57
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Min Temp 12.38 6.87 14.28  3.56

Millet Yield 12.31 6.15 12.55 8.20

Avg. Humidity 10.67 5.54 11.60 5.58

Chalky 9.94  10.81 11.50 3.41

Max.Temp 8.72   4.96 10.56  4.41

Rainfall 7.52   4.04 8.33 2.78

Moisture 1.29   2.73 2.73 5.05

Fig 3.4 Variable of Importance NN

Random Forest classifier has huge ability to predict crop yield. From different outputs, it shows that Random Forest is an 
efficient learning algorithm to analyse crop at current climatic condition and has a huge exactness in data investigation. 
The Study states that evaluating the performance of actual target values to the predicted values by the machine learning 
models infer that both ANN & RF have better performance in crop yield estimation considering error rate ANN shows better 
prediction results.

CONCLUSION

In future research can be elaborated by applying many more machine learning models like logistic regression, decision 
trees or CHAID. Machine learning approaches are used to estimate crop yield in agriculture. The random forest method and 
artificial neural networks are used for the study and identified ANN algorithm has more accuracy  in crop yield estimation. 
Though Random forest and neural networks are  different domains they belong to same class of Machine Learning algorithms.
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